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PROPIN has been providing highly-specialized agency and consulting services with a focus on Turkey’s Office Market to 
office users, investors, developers and property owners, with a comprehensive range of real estate services since 2005. 
PROPIN’s customers can rely on professional assistance in property scouting, advisory services and property marketing.  
PROPIN is also preparing the most up-to-date Office Market reports for your investment decisions.

We do our work diligently.

This document has been prepared by Propin.   
All rights reserved. No part of this publication or any of its content may be reproduced, copied, modified and/or 

adapted for use without the prior written consent of PROPIN.
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15th year

SUMMARY AND
FORECASTS
A summary of the latest data from the Istanbul Office 
Market in the first quarter of 2020 can be found below.

The vacancy rate for Class A office buildings in the Central Business District (CBD) was 29.9%, it was 

determined to be 20.1% for Class B office buildings. The average rent for Class A office buildings in the CBD 

was $US 18 /m² /month, and $US 8.7 /m2 /month for Class B office buildings. 

For Class A Office buildings in Out of CBD-Europe, the vacancy rate was 24.2% and the average rent for Class 

A office buildings was determined to be $US 12.2 /m2 /month.

The vacancy rate for Class A office buildings in Out of CBD-Asia was 21.6% and the average rent for Class A 

office buildings was $US 13.4 /m2 /month.

The top prime rent, $US 35 /m2 /month, was observed in the CBD in Levent in the first quarter of 2019.

Levent and Zincirlikuyu-Esentepe-Gayrettepe 2020 in the CBD were the highest demand for the first quarter 

term. The top prime rent in these regions was observed to be $US 30 /m² /month. It is noted that in the first 

quarter of 2020, the highest rate in Levent decreased by 3 USD compared to the previous quarter.
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Just like everywhere else in the world, COVID-19 Pandemic has left it’s mark on the first quarter period of 2020 in Turkey and 
became the primary topic of the agenda.

With the announcement of COVID-19’s presence in Turkey, transactions in the Istanbul Office Market nearly halted. Several leasing 
transactions were suspended abruptly. The uncertainty borne out of the difficulties in comparing it’s impact on the economy to 
the previous economic crises caused the entire market to come to a halt.

As the COVID-19 Pandemic extended to Turkey, many office users resorted to methods such as working home-office or in shifts 
within their offices. After the containment and prevention of the pandemic, to what degree the office usage habits will change is 
a hotly debated topic within the world of business. Considering the first month of the pandemic, users and property owners were 
not observed to be renewing their existing leasing contracts regarding their office use. In other words, March of the Pandemic’s 
announcement passed with waiting in general. Following the containment of the Pandemic and relaxation of the measures 
practiced in order to social distancing, we will begin witnessing the impact of COVID-19 Pandemic on the office market more 
clearly. The primary factor that will determine the course of the market during this future period will be the stance of property 
owners towards tenants.

For tenants that had to move out of their office areas, we can foresee them preferring the ready-to-use office areas with flexible 
leasing. There may be companies that reduce the amount of space they use following the period after the pandemic. Due to 
such companies, it is expected that a significant amount of decorated offices being added to the supply. As a result of such 
developments, office property owners will have to provide more flexible conditions with regard to the durations of their existing 
contracts, among other things. 

Upon the evaluation of data contained within the Istanbul Office Market General Overview 2020 1st Quarter, it was seen that 
openings for new office investments were being delayed during the months before the COVID-19 Pandemic as well. According 
to the total stock size attained at the end of the first quarter of 2020; stock shares were calculated to be 34% for the CBD, 18% 
for the Out of CBD-Europe, 23% for Out of CBD-Asia and 25% for Developing Office Districts [Kagithane, Bomonti - Piyalepasa, 
Kartal-Maltepe, Bati Atasehir].

Thanks to the completed leasing transactions pre-pandemic, vacancy rate for some districts dropped at the end of the first quarter 
of 2020. As the result of the pre-pandemic leasing transactions completed for the Class A office buildings located in Levent, 
the vacancy rate became 37.5%. Itouchu Corporation leasing an 850 m2 office in the Signature Tower under the brokerage of 
PROPIN was one of significant transactions of the first quarter of 2020. Another such significant transaction in the CBD 
during the first quarter period of 2020 was Skechers’ leasing 2.200 m2 worth of office space withing the Le Meridien located in 
Etiler, for which PROPIN provides landlord representation services. 

During the part of the first quarter period of 2020 for the Istanbul Office Market not covered by the COVID-19 Pandemic, it was 
determined that the listing prices —which have reached their lowest point of the last decade— kept regressing at the end of 2019. 
At the end of the last four quarter periods, average rent for the CBD Class A office buildings have become $US 18.0 /m2 /month 
during the first quarter of 2020 with a drop of 5%. On the other hand, the prime rent figure demanded within the Istanbul Office 
Market became $US 30.0 /m2 /month during the first quarter period of 2020.

Impact of the COVID-19 Pandemic was only just beginning to be felt during the process in which the data used for our Istanbul 
Office Market General Overview 2020 1st Quarter Report was being compiled by PROPIN. Thus, we would like to note particularly 
that the effects related to the Pandemic are not yet reflected upon our graphs.
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15th year

In Istanbul, there are twelve main districts with a high office building density. In 
this report, these office districts are delineated and determined by taking the 
location and user profiles into account. 

Istanbul’s CBD starts at Barbaros Boulevard, continues along Buyukdere Avenue 
and finishes in the Maslak district. This axis, named the CBD, includes Levent, 
Etiler, Maslak, Zincirlikuyu-Esentepe-Gayrettepe and Besiktas-Balmumcu. 

Office districts located outside of these areas are defined as Out of CBD. Due to 
the geographic layout of Istanbul, Out of CBD is divided into two main categories: 
Asia and Europe. 

In this context, Out of CBD-Europe includes the districts of Taksim-Nisantasi, 
Sisli-Fulya-Otim and the vicinity surrounding the Airport. Out of CBD-Asia 
consists of Kozyatagi, Altunizade, Kavacik and Umraniye. 

There are Developing Office Districts found on both the Asian and European 
sides of the city. While Kagithane and Bomonti-Piyalepasa are located in Europe, 
Kartal-Maltepe and Atasehir are located in Asia. 

Four districts, shown in green circles on the map below, are the ‘Developing 
Office Districts’ in the Istanbul Office Market. The data related to these four 
districts will be illustrated with figures in the coming reports.

When analyzing the office areas 
with respect to international 
standards, the city is divided 
into a “Central Business District” 
(CBD) and “Out of Central Business 
Districts” (Out of CBD). The CBD 
is a district category densely 
populated with office buildings 
and a service sector, where 
pedestrian-vehicle traffic is 
hectic, and the demand is the 
highest.
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ECONOMIC OVERVIEW

INFLATION MONETARY POLICY

Exchange Rates [April 2018 - March 2020]

FIGURE NO.1  SOURCE: CBRT

 

ECONOMIC 
INDICATORS

April
'19

May 
'19

June
'19

July
'19

August
'19

September 
'19

October
'19

November
'19

December
'19

January
'20

February
'20

March
'20

BIST-100 Index 95.416 90.590 96.485 102.082 96.718 105.033 98.469 106.904 114.425 119.140 105.994 89.644

Unemployment Rate (%)* 13,0 12,8 13,0 13,9 14,0 13,8 13,4 13,3 13,7 - - -

Exchange Rate** 
(USD/TRY) 5,97 5,87 5,77 5,53 5,82 5,65 5,72 5,75 5,95 5,98 6,24 6,58

Exchange Rate**
(EUR/TRY) 6,69 6,54 6,56 6,17 6,45 6,18 6,38 6,33 6,67 6,60 6,87 7,22

Policy Rate (%)** 
(One-week Repo Rate) 24,00 - 24,00 19,75 - 16,50 14,00 - 12,00 11,25 10,75 9,75

Inflation (%)* (End-Year) 19,50 18,71 15,72 16,65 15,01 9,26 8,55 10,56 11,84 12,15 12,37 11,86

  TABLE NO.1  SOURCE: *TURKSTAT -**CBRT 

Consumer Price Index (CPI) rose by a rate of 0.57% on a monthly basis 
during March 2020, which corresponded to the market expectations. 
On the other hand, the CPI which was on a trend to rise since November 
2019 has regressed by 11.86% during March. During the same period, 
Domestic Producer Price Index (D-PPI) has increased by 0.87% 
compared to the previous month. Similarly to CPI, regression has been 
recorded in D-PPI on an annual basis. Rise in D-PPI has been observed 
to be 8.5% during March 2020.

COVID-19 Pandemic has left is mark on the Turkish and World Economy during the first quarter period of 2020. WHO has declared the coronavirus 
(COVID-19) to be a “global pandemic” at March 11, 2020. Heart of the pandemic shifting from China to Europe and USA has intensified the 
expectations of an impending global crisis during this period. In relation to this, international organizations are observed to be revising their growth 
forecasts towards shrinking.

Pre-COVID-19, Turkish Economy has grownduring the fourth quarter period of 2019 by 6% compared to the same period of the previous year. This 
rate has exceeded the market expectation of 5%. The 0,9% growth in the third quarter period of 2019 has been revised as 1%. According to these 
data, Turkish Economy has grown by 0,9% during 2019, before the COVID-19 outbreak. Such rate has been the smallest annual growth performance 
after the 4.7% shrinkage during the 2009. Alongside this, the NEP (New Economic Plan) growth that was announced to be 0.5% during September 
2019 has exceeded expectations.

Size of the Turkish Economy has grown to 4,3 trillon TL’s by prevailing prices during 2019. During the same period, size with regard to foreign 
currency has regressed down to 754 million US Dollars. State of the exchange rates has impacted this regression. While the GDP (Gross Domestic 
Product) per capita dropped by about 6%, the GDP per capita has been calculated to be 9.127 US Dollars in the meanwhile.

Turkish Lira (TL) has depreciated during March similarly as the currencies of other developed countries. During this period, US Dollar/TL and Euro/
TL rose by 5.5% and 5.3% respectively.

According to the disclosed Turkish Statistical Institute (TUIK) data, unemployment rate has become 13.7%. According to this rate, unemployment 
rose by 2.7 points compared to the previous year. In the mentioned period, each industry aside from the service industry has been recorded to be 
losing employment.

With rising concerns regarding global demand and the impact of the price wars between Saudi Arabia and Russia, petrol prices have regressed 
quickly. Brent type petrol have regressed down to 22.7 US Dollars per barrel in March 2020. According to this development, petrol value by the end 
of March has regressed by 65.6% compared to 2019 end-of-year.

In order to mitigate the impact of COVID-19 pandemic on the economy, the Government has announced “Economical Stability Shield” support 
package in March 18, 2020. It has been stated that nearly 2% of the national income (approximately 100 billion TL) has been reserved for this 
package. Also, it has been announced that the tax payments for the industries impacted directly by the Pandemic will be delayed for 6 months and 
exporter companies will receive stock financing support.

As a result of the precautions taken against coronavirus outbreak, 
Monetary Policy Committee has brought their meeting scheduled 
in March 2020 forward by two days. The committe has dropped the 
weekly repo auction interest rate known as policy interest by 100 base 
points after February 2020. According to this, the policy interest has 
been disclosed as 9.75% in March 2020.

MACRO ECONOMY
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2020 The First Quarter
DISTRIBUTION OF CLASS A OFFICE STOCK BY DISTRICT

FIGURE NO.2  SOURCE: PROPIN

FIGURE NO.3  SOURCE: PROPIN

2020 The First Quarter
DISTRIBUTION OF CLASS A OFFICE STOCK BY DISTRICT CATEGORY

CLASS A STOCK COMPARISON 
OF THE ISTANBUL OFFICE DISTRICTS

CBD Out of CBD - Europe Out of CBD - Asia

The Distribution of Class A Office Stock by District Category in the first 
quarter of 2020 is displayed in Figure 2.

The CBD [Levent, Etiler, Maslak, Zincirlikuyu-Esentepe-Gayrettepe, 
Besiktas-Balmumcu]: Stock share of CBD has become 34% during the first 
quarter period.

Out of CBD-Europe [Taksim-Nisantasi, Sisli-Fulya-Otim, Airport District]: 
Growth has been detected in the Class A office stock of Airport District 
during the first quarter period of 2020. Stock share of Out of CBD-Europe 
has been determined to be 18% during the first quarter period of 2020.

Out of CBD-Asia [Kozyatagi, Altunizade, Kavacik, Umraniye]: Stock share 
of Out of CBD-Asia has been determined to be 23% during the first quarter 
period of 2020.

Developing Office Districts [Kagithane, Bomonti-Piyalepasa, Maltepe-
Kartal, West Atasehir]: While there has not been any changes in the stock of 
Developing Office Districts, the stock share has been determined to be 25% 
during the first quarter period of 2020.

In Figure 3, Distribution of Class A Office Stock by District in the second quarter of 2020 is illustrated.

Istanbul Office Market has been stable regarding the stock increase during the first quarter period of 2020. Aside from the Airport District located 
within Out of CBD-Europe, no stock increase have been observed in the Class A offices. With the current market conditions in consideration, entry 
of new office areas into the stock is expected to be delayed based on the status of demand in the next period.

With the stock increase of the first quarter of 2020, total Class A office area within the Airport District has exceeded 875,000 m2. According to the 
last area size attained, Airport District maintained it’s place as the office district with the biggest area in the Istanbul Office Market. Maslak located 
in the CBD follows the Airport District with 760,000 m2 worth of office area. Levent, which has seen a quick stock increase in 2019, is the third 
biggest office area in the Istanbul with 690,000 m2.

* Areas remarked with dark colour indicate the vacancy rate.
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AtasehırFOR LEASE No.1

Aracılık hizmet bedeli ödemeyeceksiniz. Temsil ettiğimiz diğer gayrimenkuller ve 
detaylı bilgi için www.propin.com.tr 

ALLIANZ 
TOWER
• 1,300 m² average floor area

• Leasable areas on one floor between 
303 m² and 1,320 m² 

• Decorated or shell&core delivery

 • Almost 10 acres or recreational area

•  View of Princes’ Islands

•  Users including: Allianz Insurance, 
Ronesans Holding, Continental, DAF
 Trucks, Cimsa 

The Vacancy Rates by District Category in the Istanbul Office Market in 
the first quarter of 2020 are illustrated in Figure 4.

The vacancy rate for Class A and Class B office buildings in the CBD 
was 29.9% and 20.1% respectively.

The vacancy rate for Class A and Class B office buildings in Out of 
CBD-Europe became 24.2% and 25.2% respectively.

The vacancy rate for Class A and Class B office buildings in Out of 
CBD-Asia has been determined to be 21.6% and 17.2% respectively.

[1]When Tat Towers are excluded from the stock, Class A office stock in Zincirlikuyu-Esentepe-Gayrettepe decreases to a level of 26.52%.

VACANCY RATES 
IN THE ISTANBUL OFFICE MARKET

VACANCY RATES 
BY DISTRICT CATEGORY
2020 The First Quarter

FIGURE NO.4  SOURCE: PROPIN

FIGURE NO.5  SOURCE: PROPIN
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Vacancy Rates for Class A and Class B buildings in the twelve business 
districts of Istanbul are displayed in Figure 5.[1] 

While there were transactions proceeding before coronavirus was 
spotted in Turkey, the announcement of the virus’ presence 
nearly halted all transactions in the Istanbul Office Market.

During the time period until now, some companies in Levent leased 
additional office spaces in the buildings they are located in during the 
first quarter period of 2020. With this, especially the new generation 
Class A office buildings in Levent have been observed to be keeping up 
demand. The companies from other districts have leased areas within 
these buildings in Levent alongside the already existing companies 
that relocated within the district. Itochu Corporation leasing an 
office area of 850 m2 in the Signature Tower with the brokerage of 
PROPIN, was one of the significant transactions from the first 
quarter of 2020. The vacancy rate in the Class A office buildings 
within Levent have regressed down to 37.5% during the first quarter 
period of 2020.

The vacancy rate for Class A office buildings located in Etiler 
have dropped down to 10.0%. A 2,200 m2 leasing transaction in Le 
Meridien by Skechers have been effective in this drop. PROPIN 
brokered for this leasing transaction, which was among the 
significant transactions for the first quarter period of 2020.

Leasing transactions have been closed for the Class A office buildings 
located in Maslak during the first quarter period of 2020. In addition 
to the relocations within the district, some companies were seen 
moving to Maslak from individual (off-location) office areas. As a result 
of the completed leasing transactions, vacancy rates of Class A office 
buildings in Maslak have dropped down to 23.0% in the first quarter 
period of 2020.

Airport Class A stock has grown in first quarter of 2020. Plaza 34 Building 
joining stock as empty during this quarter have been counter-balanced 
by the leasing transactions completed within the district. Vacancy rate 
for the Class A office buildings located in the Airport District have been 
maintained the same as the previous quarter, at 22.5%.

Vacancy rate for Class A office buildings in Altunizade have been 
calculated to be 22.6% for the first quarter of 2020. Leasing transactions 
of varied sizes within the district have played a role in vacancy rates 
dropping compared to the fourth quarter period of 2019.

First quarter was calm for the Class A buildings in Kavacik during the 
first quarter of 2020. Companies that moved out of the district, and the 
companies that shrunk the space they used caused a limited increase 
in the vacant spaces within the Class A office buildings within Kavacik. 
Vacancy rates for Class A office buildings in Kavacik rose to 13.8% 
during the first quarter of 2020.
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LeventFOR LEASE-SALE No.2

SIGNATURE 
TOWER
•  Areas between 215 m2 and 1,722 m² 

for lease and sale on one floor

•  Location directly on Buyukdere
Avenue

•  1 minute walking distance from
Levent Metro Station

•  Floor balconies on each floor

•  Users Including: McKinsey, Yemek 
Sepeti, Fiba Holding, Destek Factoring,
MESS, Franklin Templeton, Nike, 
White&Case, Saudi Digital Payments, 
Sumitomo 

SILVER

SeyrantepeFOR LEASE-SALE No.3

SKYLAND
ISTANBUL
• Office space options varying from

1,000 m² to 14,000 m² in one floor

• Offices with city and forest views

• Walking distance from Seyrantepe
   Metro Station

• 110.000 m² total office area

• Mall, meeting spaces, event halls,
restaurants, cafes, HOM Design
Center, terrace and balconies...
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FIGURE NO.7  SOURCE: PROPIN

FIGURE NO. 6 SOURCE: PROPIN

CHANGES IN VACANCY RATES  IN THE ISTANBUL OFFICE MARKET
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No agency service charge 
Please click on www.propin.com.tr for other properties we represent and for detailed information

The Changes in the Vacancy Rates for Class A Office Buildings on 
a quarterly basis between the second quarter of 2019 and the first 
quarter of 2020 are shown in Figure 6.

Vacancy rates for CBD Class A office buildings has maintained its level 
at the end of the fluctuating period between the second quarter of 2019 
and the first quarter of 2020. Vacancy rates for Class A office buildings 
within the CBD have been recorded to be 29.7% for the second quarter 
of 2019.  During the third quarter of 2019, in particular relation with 
the significant stock increase in Levent, vacancy rates rose to 33.7%. 
Vacancy rates in CBD Class A office buildings begun dropping during 
the following quarters thanks to the demand for CBD. Vacancy rate of 
CBD Class A office buildings have become 29.9% in the first quarter 
of 2020.

Vacancy rate for Out of CBD-Asia Class A office buildings rose at the 
end of the last four quarter periods. Vacancy rate was at 22.5% during 
the second quarter of 2019. Vacancy rate for Out of CBD-Europe Class 
A office buildings rose to 24.2% during the fourth quarter of 2019. 
Vacancy rate was maintained the same as the previous quarter during 
the first quarter of 2020.

Vacancy rate for Out of CBD-Asia Class A office buildings have moved 
in a downward trend between the second quarter of 2019 and the first 
quarter of 2020. The vacancy rate that was 24.1% during the second 
quarter of 2019 have dropped down to 21.6% during the first quarter of 
2020. At the end of the last four quarters, vacancy rates for Out of CBD-
Asia Class A office buildings have been calculated to be down by 10%.

Vacancy Rates of Class B office buildings in the “District Categories” 
over the last four quarters are shown in Figure 7.

Vacancy rates for CBD Class B office buildings have been determined to 
rise at the end of the period between the second quarter of 2019 and the 
first quarter of 2020. Vacancy rate was observed to be 17.3% during the 
second quarter of 2019. Vacancy rates for CBD Class B office buildings 
were in a downward trend until the end of 2019. The vacancy rate for 
CBD Class B office buildings, which was 16.0% during the fourth quarter 
of 2019, rose quickly during the fourth quarter of 2019. Vacancy rate for 
CBD Class B office building became 20.1% during the first quarter of 
2020.

Vacancy rates for Class B office buildings Out of CBD-Europe has 
fluctuated between the second quarter of 2019 and the first quarter of 
2020. Vacancy rate was 27.0% during the second quarter of 2019. After a 
period of undulation, vacancy rates for Out of CBD-Europe Class B office 
buildings have been calculated to be 25.2% during the first quarter of 
2020.

Vacancy rates for Out of CBD-Asia Class B office buildings rose at 
first, and then dropped during the last four quarter periods. Vacancy 
rates were determined to be 16.9% during the second quarter of 2019. 
Vacancy rates for Out of CBD-Asia Class B office buildings rose to 19.3% 
during the third quarter of 2019. Vacancy rates for Out of CBD-Asia 
Class B office buildings have dropped in the following quarters, down to 
a 17.2% recorded in the first quarter of 2020.

No agency service charge 
Please click on www.propin.com.tr for other properties we represent and for detailed information
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15th year

The average rental rates for Class A and Class B office buildings in the 
twelve business districts of Istanbul are compared in Figure 9. [2]

During the process in which the average rent figures used to create the 
graphs were being compiled by PROPIN, the impact of COVID-19 was 
only slowly becoming apparent. Thus, the effects of the pandemic are 
not shown in the rent figures.

In Levent, in the face of foreign currency rising quickly during the first 
quarter period of 2020, rent figures were detected to be rising some 
qualified office buildings with listing prices in Turkish Liras. With 
COVID-19, this rise was replaced by uncertainty. Despite this, many 
leasing transactions were completed for buildings that demanded a 
rent higher than the district average. Rent average for Class A office 
buildings in Levent have been observed to be $US 21.9 /m2 /month 
during the first quarter of 2020.

During the first quarter of 2020, average rent for Class A office buildings 
in Etiler rose to $US 14.3 /m2 /month. Office buildings with listing prices 
higher than the district average re-entering the market as rentals has 
been effective in this rise.

Average rent for Class A office buildings within the Zincirlikuyu-
Esentepe-Gayrettepe, has been calculated as $US 18.3 /m2 /month 

during the first quarter period of 2020. While some office buildings 
listed in Turkish Liras had their rents increased with the rise of foreign 
currency, discounts persisted in some others. As some office areas with 
rent higher than the district average got rented, average rents were 
maintained at the same level as the previous quarter.

First quarter period of 2020 was calm for Taksim-Nisantasi. The 
average rent for the Class A office buildings within the district were the 
same as the previous quarter period at $US 19.0 /m2 /month.

Average rent for Class A office buildings within Kozyatagi was at $US 
14.9 /m2 /month during the first quarter of 2020. Rents for some 
buildings were observed to be discounted. Against the exchange rates 
rising within the market, some buildings in Kozyatagi with listing prices 
in Turkish Liras were observed to be receiving limited price hikes in 
order to stabilize the rents. Such hikes slowed down the quick drop of 
the rent average within the district.

During the first quarter period of 2020, rents in Turkish Liras demanded 
for the Class A office buildings in Umraniye were discounted. Also, office 
buildings with listing figures below the district average were observed 
to be re-entering the market. Average rent for Class A office buildings in 
Umraniye regressed back to $US 11.6 /m2.

The average Rental Rates by District Category in the Istanbul Office 
Market in the first quarter of 2020 are displayed in Figure 8.

Average Rental Rates for Class A office buildings and Class B office 
buildings within CBD have been calculated to be $US 18.0 /m2 /month 
and $US 8.7 /m2 /month respectively.

Average Rental Rates for Class A office buidlings and Class B office 
buildings Out of CBD-Europe have become $US 12.2 /m2 /month and 
$US 7.6 /m2 /month respectively.

Average Rental Rates for Class A office buidlings and Class B office 
buildings Out of CBD-Asia was $US 13.4 /m2 /month and $US 7.7 /m2 

/month respectively.

AVERAGE RENTAL RATES
BY DISTRICT CATEGORY 
2020 The First Quarter

AVERAGE RENTAL RATES BY DISTRICT
2020 The First Quarter

[2

]The districts’ average rental rates are calculated by landlords on the basis of listing prices declared by landlords to the market. Rooms for negotiation were not taken into the account in the evaluations. 

FIGURE NO.9  SOURCE: PROPIN

FIGURE NO.8  SOURCE: PROPIN

AVERAGE RENTAL RATES 
IN THE ISTANBUL OFFICE MARKET 
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No agency service charge 
Please click on www.propin.com.tr for other properties we represent and for detailed information

1US Dollar = 6.34 Turkish Lira

1US Dollar = 6.34 Turkish Lira

LeventFOR LEASE-SALE No.4

NIDAKULE 
LEVENT
• Areas for sale and lease between 682 m2

 and 294 m² on one floor

• 3 minute walking distance from Levent
Metro Station

• Food hall, cafe, GYM and meeting halls

• Panaromic view

• Users Including: Puma, Benetton,
International Papers, Polo Garage, Simon
Kucher, AT Kearney, Louis Vuitton, Phillip
Capital, Boehringer Ingelheim
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A comparison of the Listing Prices of Prime Rent by District in Istanbul 
over the last four quarters is displayed in Figure 10[3] These figures are 
un-negotiated listing prices declared by the landlords to the market.

Regarding the period which does not include COVID-19 Pandemic, the 
highest figure demanded within the Istanbul Office Market during the 
first quarter period of 2020 was $US 30 /m2 /month (approximately 
TL 190 / m2 / month). The highest rent figures were demanded by the 
Levent and Zincirlikuyu-Esentepe-Gayrettepe areas located within 
the CBD. During the first quarter of 2020, the highest rent figure in 
the Levent dropped by 3 US Dollars compared to the previous period.
During the first quarter of 2020, highest rent figures for the districts 
within CBD were maintained, with the exception of Levent.

Highest Out of CBD-Europe rent figure demanded during the first 
quarter period of 2020 was in Taksim-Nisantasi. The highest rent 
figure for this area was $US 23 /m2 /month (approximately TL 146 / 
m2 / month). During the first quarter of 2020, the highest rent figures 
for Taksim-Nisantasi and Airport districts were maintained the same 
as the fourth quarter of 2019. Despite this, the highest rent fiture in 
the Sisli-Fulya-Otim dropped by 2 US Dollars.

The highest rent figure demanded in the Out of CBD-Asia during the 
first quarter of 2020 was $US 23 /m2 /month (approximately TL 146 
/m2 / month) for Kozyatagi. Highest rent figures for Out of CBD-Asia 
were observed to be dropping during the first quarter of 2020, with 
the exception of Altunizade.

[3] Rental rates in the chart are the list prices stated by the landlords to the market. The figures related to the buildings which have been constructed and added to the stock are reflected as well.
The average rental rates in the districts are shown on page 12

FIGURE NO.10  SOURCE: PROPIN

PRIME RENT RATES 
IN THE ISTANBUL OFFICE MARKET

LISTING PRICES OF PRIME RENT 
BY DISTRICT IN ISTANBUL
The Last Four Quarters
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UmranıyeFOR LEASE No.6

No agency service charge 
Please click on www.propin.com.tr for other properties we represent and for detailed information

ANEL BUSINESS 
CENTER
• 1,873 m² floor area

• Offices with terrace and balconies

• Decorated delivery

• Walking distance from Cakmak
and Yamanevler Metro Stations

• Cafe, food hall, conference and
meeting halls, GYM, foyer area

No.5FOR LEASE

No agency service charge 
Please click on www.propin.com.tr for other properties we represent and for detailed information

Ayazaga

SEBA OFFICE 
BOULEVARD
• 1,383 m2 floor area

• Total 65,295 m² office area in 4
different blocks

• Balconies and shared meeting
rooms on each floor

• Restaurant, cafe, garden

• Users Including: Acun Media,
TV8, Ace Consultancy, Levi

Strauss, Seba Construction,
TUVTURK, Weitnauer Group, 

Micro Surgery Foundation

13        All rights reserved.
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EtılerFOR LEASE No.7

LE MERIDIEN
•  1,247 m² floor area

•  4.587 m² total office area

• Easy access to TEM 
Highway and the 2nd Bridge

• View of bosphorus

•  Access to amenities of Le
Meridien Hotel

•  Private food hall for office
floors. 

Aracılık hizmet bedeli ödemeyeceksiniz. Temsil ettiğimiz diğer gayrimenkuller ve 
detaylı bilgi için www.propin.com.tr 

Changes in Average Rental Rates of Class A Buildings from the second 
quarter of 2019 to the first quarter of 2020 can be seen in Figure 11.

Rent average for CBD Class A office buildings was observed to be dropping 
at the end of the last four quarter periods. The rent average that was $US 
19.0 /m2 /month during the second quarter of 2019 rose during the third 
quarter of 2019. The rent average that was $US 19.3 /m2 /month during 
such quarter entered into a downward trend in the following quarters. Also 
with the effect of Turkish Lira quickly losing value against foreign currency, 
rent average for CBD Class A office buildings dropped compared to the 
previous quarter. At the end of the last four quarters, the rent average for 
CBD Class A office buidlings became $US 18.0 /m2 /month after dropping 
by 5% during the first quarter of 2020.

During the period between the second quarter of 2019 and the first 
quarter of 2020, rent average for Out of CBD-Europe Class A office 
buildings have been stable. Average rent was $US 12.6 /m2 /month during 
the second quarter of 2019. Rent average for Out of CBD-Europe Class A 
office buildings was determined to be $US 12.2 /m2 /month during the 
first quarter of 2020.

While the rent average for Out of CBD-Asia Class A office buildings was 
stable for the last 3 quarters of 2019, they dropped during the first quarter 
of 2020. The rent average for Out of CBD-Asia Class A office buildings that 
was $US 14.3 /m2 /month during the second quarter of 2019, have been 
determined to be $US 14.6 /m2 /month during the fourt quarter period 
of the same year. Rent average for Out of CBD Class A office buildings 
regressed down to $US 13.4 /m2 /month during the first quarter of 2020.

CHANGES IN AVERAGE RENTAL  
RATES OF CLASS A BUILDINGS
The Last Four Quarters

FIGURE NO.12  SOURCE: PROPIN

FIGURE NO.11  SOURCE: PROPIN

CHANGES IN AVERAGE RENTAL RATES
IN THE ISTANBUL OFFICE MARKET

CBD (Buyukdere AVE) Out of CBD - Asia Out of CBD - Europe

The Changes in the Average Rental Rates of Class B Buildings grouped 
in District Categories over the last four quarters are shown in Figure 12.

Average rent for Class B office buildings in the CBD have fluctuated 
between the second quarter of 2019 and the first quarter of 2020. Rent 
average for CBD Class B office buildings was $US 9.2 /m2 /month. 
The rent average that dropped to $US 8.1 /m2 /month during the third 
quarter of 2019 rose during the fourth quarter of 2019. CBD Class B 
office buildings have been observed to be maintaining their average rent 
of $US 8.7 /m2 /month from the previous quarter during the first quarter 
of 2020.

While the rent average for Out of CBD-Europe Class B office buildings 
was stable during 2019, a drop occured during the first quarter of 2020. 
The average rent that was $US 8.6 /m2 /month during the second 
quarter of 2019 has maintained this average until the end of year. The 
rent average of the Out of CBD-Europe Class B office buildings has 
dropped by nearly 14% during the first quarter of 2020 compared to the 
previous quarter period, and was recorded to be $US 7.6 /m2 /month.

For throughout the last four quarter periods, average rent for Out of 
CBD-Asia Class B office buildings have been undulatory. While the 
average rent for the second quarter of 2019 was $US 8.1 /m2 /month, 
it entered a downward trend during the next quarters. Average rent for 
Out of CBD-Asia Class B office buildings rose up to $US 7.7 /m2 /month 
during the second quarter of 2020.

AtasehırFOR LEASE No.8

PALLADIUM 
TOWER

No agency service charge 
Please click on www.propin.com.tr for other properties we represent and for detailed information

• Floor areas varying between 930 m²
and 1,096 m² 

• Decorated or shell&core delivery 

• Floor balconies on each floor

• Restaurant, GYM, meeting halls, 
food hall

• Users Including: Lenovo,  Akcansa,
Center Petrochemistry, Acemar,
Monsanto, RC Industries, Cargill, 
DuPont, Garanti Bank,  Izomas,
Exacons, Lexmark, Axa Insurance,
Huntsman 

No agency service charge 
Please click on www.propin.com.tr for other properties we represent and for detailed information
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Reach your new tenants easier with the right and quick

MARKETING SOLUTIONS
Prepared specially for you!

www.propin.com.tr

twitter.com/ Propin_Turkey

linkedin.com/company/Propin
Call us now!

T. 0212 217 8555



www.propin.com.tr

twitter.com/ Propin_Turkey

linkedin.com/company/Propin

T. 0212 217 8555

Would you like to see

NEW GENERATION WORKPLACES 
OFFERING FLEXIBILITY

www.propin.com.tr

twitter.com/ Propin_Turkey

linkedin.com/company/Propin
Call us now!

T. 0212 217 8555



görmek ve bilgi almak ister misiniz?

www.propin.com.tr

twitter.com/ Propin_Turkey

linkedin.com/company/Propin

T. 0212 217 8555

A short cut to new generation,

FLEXIBLE 
OFFICE SPACE

www.propin.com.tr

twitter.com/ Propin_Turkey

linkedin.com/company/Propin
Call us now!

T. 0212 217 8555

FLEXIBLE LEASING?
The rise in the areas and services that provide flexible leasing 
conditions bring solutions in community, openness, collaboration 
and accessibility, to the diversifying and changing needs of the 
office users.
With awareness of this increasing demand, we have been expanding our network with service providers 
that offer Ready-to-Use Office, Virtual Office, Co-Working Office and Enterprise Flexible Office 
areas each year.
Who uses flexible office spaces?

Investors, freelancers, project-based firms that require short-term growth, users that wish to have a roof over them until the 
decoration of their new office is completed, small-scale firms that wish to be located in a high-grade office tower but cannot lease 
due to scale, users that do not wish to lease offices on both sides of Istanbul but need somewhere to host their meetings to manage 
their time efficiently...

What are the term options of leases?

Whether daily, monthly or even annually, it is a system that is suitable for different contracts.

Where are such offices located?
Ready-to-Use Office, Virtual Office and Co-Working Office areas are generally located in the new-generation Class A Office Buildings 
across the 16 office districts of the Istanbul Office Market.  Also, Class B and C Office Buildings offer solutions to meet needs that 
are posed by smaller budgets.

• Everything is set, all you have to do is bringing your computer!

• Many services are provided in the areas

• Payment based on usage

• Open office space or private room options

• Suitable for decoration of offices in accordance with the corporate identity

• Secretary service that answers calls in Turkish and English dedicated to your company

• Modern meeting rooms with all kinds of infrastructure that you can use for as long as you need

• Opportunity to improve sharing economy in order to lower the expenses of the end-user

• The opportunity to work with branches in different locations across Istanbul, provided that an agreement is made
with a provider that provides working spaces across multiple locations.

• Quick set up of business network and possibilities for co-working/sharing projects due to a working environment
created with other users

• More creative decoration design; a work environment that motivates a user beyond standard office usage

• More innovative and flexible technology use aimed towards daily office needs

• Different resting and entertainment opportunities in the common areas; a chance to expand your business circle
while relaxing

• Various events such as workshops, chats, etc. that incentivize standing as a community and which are open to all
users

What kind of benefit does contacting PROPIN provide when looking into flexible leasing services? 

You can find such office alternatives yourself at the expense of your time: however, you will reach all service providers that offer 
flexible leasing and solution options much faster with PROPIN. 

Our priority is to provide you with various office alternatives quickly and to help you reach solutions easily.

17        All rights reserved.
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Is it possible to rent on a flexible enterprise scale?

Flexible models for enterprise users now applied worldwide began to be implemented in Turkey. This new 

generation solution appeals to the needs of medium and large-scale corporate firms, among flexible models 

and the usual conventional building rental models, making it easier for organizations to have new offices.

It is an office solution designed according to the needs of institutions, where it can be moved to offices with 

flexible lease contracts without the need for construction and pre-investment, and where difficult processes 
such as all decoration and operation are undertaken from one hand.

For which companies can enterprise flexible rental models be applied?

A service suitable for an enterprise company of all sizes; from a rapidly growing mid-size institution of 50 
people to a global company of 1000 people. If we look at the worldwide examples, we can see that global 
banks, telecoms, retail and technology companies have already switched to this model.

For further information, please don’t hesitate to contact PROPIN team. We would be more than happy to help.

NEW GENERATION ENTERPISE

OFFICE SOLUTIONS?
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T. 0212 217 8555        For further information, please don’t hesitate to contact PROPIN team. We would be more than happy to help.

What benefits do enterprise companies provide?

Flexible rental models within the scope of enterprise office solutions offer many benefits together. Most 
importantly, companies can have new offices without incurring high upfront investment costs. In addition, 
instead of working with many parties regarding location finding, design and office management, accessing 
consolidated services with one partner makes having an office comfortable and more efficient. Flexible 
contract terms and the possibility of growth and shrinkage make structures for the future more agile. 
In short, corporate working areas can be more dynamic, flexible and efficient with these new solutions. 
In this way, they increase the financial power they want to transfer to their jobs and can concentrate on 
growing their business.

In addition to financial savings, time and energy savings, the new generation corporate offices bring 
the social needs and perspective of today into the offices. These models, which offer more common 
areas, equipped meeting infrastructures, social space and services together, increase the motivation of 
employees and thus their efficiency, as well as providing companies with great advantages in subjects 
such as talent recruitment and retention.

 
 

 
 

 
 

Have flexible enterprise solutions and examples been implemented in the market? 

The enterprise flexible office model started to be offered to its customers by Kolektif House which closely 
follows innovations. They aim to be the only solution partner of medium and large-scale companies with 
their 2 new office models. With the “Kolektif Enterprise” and “Kolektif Suites” office models they have 
implemented within the scope of “Enterprise Office Solutions”, they offer ease of use to enterprise users 
with their single partner model that undertakes flexible rental conditions, legal obligations, decoration 
and operation processes.

Under Kolektif Enterprise, companies are offered the opportunity to take fast action with the requested 
size and office selection in the desired location, special design for the company’s identities and 
preferences, without any investment and the moving process in which the entire operation is managed 
from one hand. With Kolektif Suites, they provide apartment offices and office-type office spaces in the 
region where you choose the same flexibility.

Opportunity to move to new office without investment

Fast, easy, one-stop operation

Flexible rental terms and space optimization

Flexible, agile and changeable working space and operation structure

Environment and firm-specific design that increases employee satisfaction

•  
•  
•  
•  
•  

In collaboration with
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ISTANBUL OFFICE MARKET
DESCRIPTIONS

Explanation of some of the terms used in the PROPIN Office Market 
Overview are as follows
Class A Office Buildings: 
These buildings have a modern technical and mechanical infrastructure, 
fire safety, generators, parking areas and professional building 
management. They have the best location and the highest rent value in 
the city’s office market. 

Class B Office Buildings: 
When compared to Class A office buildings, Class B office buildings 
have a lower rent and sale value within the same market. If this type of 
building is new, it possesses an ordinary design; if the building is old, it 
has been enhanced to look better. 

Closing Price: 
This is the rental price which has been agreed upon between the 
property owner and the tenant and placed in the contract. 

Common Areas: 
All areas including the main lobby, lift lobbies on the floors, corridors 
between rentable areas, toilets outside of the offices, and fire exit stairs 
shared by the Occupiers in the building are the common areas.

Completion Date: 
This refers to the completion date of the construction of a building.

Contract Renewal Consultancy: 
This is the consultancy service to users/owners who wish to renew the 
terms of the contract during the preparation of the new contract, taking 
into account the current circumstances and market conditions. 

Delivery Condition:
It is the way of delivering office spaces to users. (Shell&core, decorated 
and second generation)

Green Building Certificate: 
They are certificates received as a result of the rating of “green 
buildings” according to standards, which reduce the negative effects on 
the natural environment through sustainable design starting from land 
selection. Green Building Certificates vary according to the standards 
of different countries; the most common ones are BREEAM and LEED 
certificates.

Landlord Representation: 
The mediator who represents the interests of the property owner 
in a typical renting operation is referred to as the property owner 
representative. 

Listing Price: 
The rental price requested by the property owner for the rental area is 
the listing price. The price can change as a result of negotiations. 

Off-location:
Office locations which are not included in the existing business district 
boundaries and cannot be defined as an office region due to the small 
amount of stock.

Office Stock: 
All leasable areas which are reserved for speculative office use.

Office User/Tenant Representation: 
The mediator who represents the interests of the tenant in a typical 
renting operation is referred to as the tenant representative. 

Pipeline Projects: 
This project refers to the supply of a particular type of real estate 
asset that is in the planning or construction phase, yet not ready for 
occupancy.

Pre-Rented Area: 
The amount of area in a building that has been rented prior to the end 
date of the construction and prior to occupancy permit date is the pre-
rented area. 

Prime Rent: 
The list price for the rentable area within the business district is the 
highest rent figure.

Ready- to- Use Office:
It is a fully equipped office operating system that meets the physical 
office needs of users (including rent, renovation, electricity, water, 
internet, office supplies, withholding payment, cleaning, etc.).

Rent Average: 
The rental average is the weighted average of the rent of the vacant 
areas. The weight coefficient of the rental prices is calculated in 
accordance with the total office area and the vacant area. Listing 
prices are used in the calculations. 

Rentable Area: 
This term refers to the total area which is currently being marketed 
during a certain time period. The term covers all sorts of areas, whether 
the land is vacant, occupied or suitable for subleasing in the future.

Sub-lease: 
It is the right of a tenant to rent the leased space to a third party in 
whole or in part, provided that the tenant remains responsible to the 
landlord. 

Take-up: 
This is a gross figure representing the total floor area known to have 
been let or pre-let, sold or pre-sold, to tenants or owner-occupiers 
within a specified period of time. It does not include any area that is 
under offer. A property is taken up when the contract is signed. 

Users: 
The companies of the current office users of the building. 

Unit Price: 
This term represents the ratio of total asked rent value to gross areas 
for rent. 

Vacancy Rate: 
This is the ratio between total vacant areas and total office areas.

Virtual Office: 
It is the next-generation office solution where users who do not need 
a physical workspace but need a legal address receive mail/cargo, 
resulting in the reduction of costs related to starting a business.
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For further information, please don’t hesitate to contact us. We would be more than happy to help. T. 0212 217 8555        

For the rest of the list please visit www.propin.com.tr.

We represent more than 500,000 m2 office area.

Contact PROPIN staff for the properties 
you may interest listed below!

AGENCY SERVICE FEE:
In any case of leasing or purchasing the properties which are marketed by us, clients don’t pay PROPIN in exchange for 
the service given to your company. This service will be provided to make the process easier and faster for you by the 
authorization vested in by landlord.

Responsibility 

for payment of 

the agency 

service fee 

rests with the 

landlord!

Giving us a call
makes your 
office searching 
process easier

You can reach
technical and 

architectural 
documents

rapidly.

You can visit 
the building

as soon as 
possible.

You can proceed 
in legal phases 

easily during 
contract process.

You can reach 
lease or 

purchase offers 
in written!

MaltepeFOR LEASE No.8

• Floor area varying between
3,259 m2 and 1,601 m²

• Offices with terrace and
balconies

• Mall, cinema, GYM, meeting
halls

• Located on E-5 Highway

• Private entrance to Esenkent
Metro Station

PIAZZA OFFICE

KozyatagıFOR LEASE-SALE No.10

HILLTOWN
OFFICES

FOR LEASE No.9

SeyrantepeFOR LEASE No.11

PORTA VADI
• 1,040 m² floor area

• On Cendere Highway

• Walking distance from Vadi
Istanbul Metro Station

• Cafe, restaurant, meeting
rooms

4th Levent

NEF 09
OFFICES
•  Office spaces varying between

1.809 m2 and 220 m²

•  Floors with terraces

•  22.000 m² total office area

•  2 minute walking distance from
Sanayi Mahallesi Metro Station

•  Cafe, garden, terrace, meeting 
and conference rooms 

• Floor area varying between
1.729 m² and 2.047 m²

• View of Princes’ Islands, terraces
assigned to each floor

• 10 minute walking distance from
Kucukyali Metro Station

• 9.460 m² total office area

• Mall, restaurants, gym, meeting
and conference halls



15th year

15th Anniversary

linkedin.com/company/Propin

Eski Buyukdere Cd. Hümeyra Sk. Nef Offices 09
B Blok No: 7 Kat: 5 /114 34400 4. Levent Istanbul 

T +90 212 217 85 55  F +90 212 217 85 53   info@propin.com.tr 
www.propin.com.tr

twitter.com/Propin_Turkey




